Approaches for chemically synthesized siRNA and vector-mediated RNAi.
Successful applications of RNAi in mammalian cells depend upon effective knockdown of targeted transcripts and efficient intracellular delivery of either preformed si/shRNAs or vector expressed si/shRNAs. We have previously demonstrated that 27 base pair double stranded RNAs which are substrates for Dicer can be up to 100 times more potent than 21mer siRNAs. In this mini-review we elaborate upon the rationale and design strategies for creating Dicer substrate RNAs that provide enhanced knockdown of targeted RNAs and minimize the utilization of the sense strand as RNAi effectors. Expression of shRNAs or siRNAs in mammalian cells can be achieved via transcription from either Pol II or Pol III promoters. There are certain constrictions in designing such vectors, and these are described here. Additionally, we review strategies for inducible shRNA expression and the various viral vectors that can be used to transduce shRNA genes into a variety of cells and tissues. The overall goal of this mini-review is to provide an overview of available approaches for optimizing RNAi mediated down regulation of gene expression in mammalian cells via RNA interference. Although the primary focus is the use of RNAi mediated cleavage of targeted transcripts, it is highly probable that some of the approaches described herein will be applicable to RNAi mediated inhibition of translation and transcriptional gene silencing.